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The Bureau o f  Business and Econom ic Research is the research and public 
service branch o f  The University o f  Montana’s School o f  Business Administration.
The Bureau is involved in a w ide variety o f  activities, including econom ic 
analysis and forecasting; health care, forest products, and manufacturing industry 
research; and survey research. The latest information about these topics is 
published regularly in the Bureau’s award-winning magazine, the Montana 
Business Quarterly, which is partially supported by Wells Fargo.
The Bureau’s Econom ics Montana forecasting system provides public and 
private decision makers with reliable forecasts and analysis. These state and local 
area forecasts are the focus o f  the annual series o f  Econom ic Outlook Seminars, cosponsored by First Interstate Bank, the 
Bureau, and respective Chambers o f  Commerce in Billings, Bozeman, Butte, Great Falls, Helena, Kalispell, and Missoula.
The Montana Poll, a quarterly public opinion poll, questions Montanans about their views on a variety o f  econom ic 
and social issues. The Bureau also conducts contract survey research and offers a random-digit dialing program for survey 
organizations in need o f  random telephone samples.
The Health Care Industry Research Program examines markets, trends, industry structure, costs, and other high 
visibility topics in this important Montana industry.
Research on the forest products industry has long been an important part o f  Bureau operations. While emphasis is 
placed on Montana’s industry, the cooperative research with the U.S. Forest Service involves most o f  the Western states. A 
recently-formed research consortium including the Bureau, the Forest Products Department at the University o f  Idaho, and 
the W ood Materials and Engineering Laboratory at Washington State University addresses forest operations and utilization 
problems unique to the Inland Northwest.
The Bureau, in cooperation with Montana Business Connections, recently expanded the scope o f  its ongoing w ood  
products manufacturing research to include all o f  Montana’s manufacturing industries. Through this program, a 
comprehensive statewide electronic information system will be developed.
Bureau personnel continually respond to numerous requests for local, state, and national econom ic data. D on’t 
hesitate to call on Bureau staff members if they can be o f  service to you.
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Healthy ponderosa pine forests benefit from frequent, low-intensity fires, 
as seen above in the Payette National Forest in Idaho.
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Wildfire in Montana
Potential Hazard Reduction and Economic Effects 
of a Strategic Treatment Program
by Charles E. Keegan III, Carl
U nlike the Southwest and Pacific Northwest,Montana emerged relatively unscathed by this year’s wildfire season. Not so long ago, though, we were 
feeling the effects of tinder-dry conditions, smoke-filled 
skies, and forest closures.
The major wildfires that burned over half a million acres 
in Montana two summers ago point to the hazardous 
conditions that exist across much o f the state’s forested 
landscape. Several questions arise when contemplating the 
aftermath of those fires. What is the relative fire hazard 
associated with existing forest conditions in Montana? How 
effective are fuel-reduction treatments at reducing the 
wildfire hazard? How much do these treatments cost, and 
what other benefits might accrue from the work?
E. Fiedler, and Todd A. Morgan
These questions have been on the minds of the public, 
politicians, and forest managers alike. Reports from recent 
Western wildfires provide evidence that forest thinning can 
indeed reduce fire intensity, either by diverting flames around 
treated areas or by bringing fire in the forest canopy down to 
the ground (Pollet and Omi 2002).
However, the costs of implementing such treatments have 
generally been thought to be expensive, perhaps prohibitively 
so. For example, a recent news report from the Klamath 
Basin in southwestern Oregon suggests that the cost of 
thinning forests to reduce fire hazard would be “staggeringly 
expensive with little economic return—$2.7 billion for 1.6 
million acres, or an average of more than $1,685 per acre” 
(Barnard 2002).
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A statewide analysis conducted by researchers at The 
University of Montana’s School of Forestry and Bureau of 
Business and Economic Research reached a markedly 
different conclusion for Montana. A comprehensive forest 
restoration/fuel-reduction program will reduce fire hazard, 
improve ecological conditions of forests, and bring numerous 
economic benefits that exceed hazard-reduction costs, 
according to the study.
Results of the fire-hazard analysis showed that about 80 
percent of Montana’s 9.3 million acres of lower-elevation, 
historically fire-adapted forests rate high/moderate for fire 
hazard (Figure 1). These fire-adapted forests are primarily 
comprised of ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, and dry mixed- 
conifer forest types.
Forests adapted to frequent, low-intensity fires were 
identified as the highest priority for treatment in “Protecting 
People and Sustaining Resources in Fire-Adapted Ecosystems 
— A Cohesive Strategy” (USFS 2000, DOI 2001). These 
forests have undergone the greatest changes in terms of 
increased tree densities, more complex (storied) structures, 
and increased composition of Douglas-fir/true firs. These are 
also the forests where people most often live, travel, and 
recreate.
Fire Hazard Reduction 
Treatments
Fiedler et al. (1999) and Fiedler (2000) have designed a 
comprehensive treatment approach to initiate restoration of 
sustainable ecological conditions in Montana’s fire-adapted 
forest types while substantially reducing wildfire hazard. This 
approach of focusing on the future ecological condition of 
the forest fundamentally differs from proposals that call for 
removal of only small trees. The comprehensive prescription 
is comprised of treatments aimed at creating stand conditions 
similar to those that were common in fire-adapted forests 
prior to fire exclusion and high-grade logging. These 
treatments also substantially reduce fire hazard.
Under this approach, trees are retained in the sizes, 
numbers, species, and arrangement that will go furthest 
toward restoring ecologically sustainable forest conditions, 
given existing stand conditions (Fiedler 2000). Specifically, 
trees that do not contribute to the desired conditions of the 
future are removed, and the associated slash is removed from 
the site or burned to reduce the surface fuel hazard. The 
resulting forest stand is comprised of mostly larger pine trees, 
although some trees of all diameters are retained, if available.
The comprehensive prescription is designed to deal with 
the primary ecological problems present in many stands. 
These problems are:
• Excessive stand density because fire has been excluded 
for decades. Forests are now crowded with hundreds of trees 
per acre, where they typically had only dozens.
• A shift in stand structure from relatively open-grown 
conditions dominated by large trees (most commonly 
ponderosa pine) to stands that are dense and contain a
Figure 1
Fire Hazard Ratings for 
Lower Elevation Forest Types, 
Percentage of Acres
Source: Fiedler et al. 2001a.
ladder-like structure of trees. This layering of fuels allows fire 
to climb from the ground into the crowns of even the largest 
trees.
• A transition in species composition from dominance by 
fire-resistant ponderosa pine to more shade-tolerant (and less 
fire- and disease-resistant) species like Douglas-fir. Douglas- 
fir regenerates readily in dense, shaded conditions, and many 
firs have survived due to the extended absence of surface 
fires. Past harvest practices sometimes accelerated this shift 
in composition by removing the largest and most valuable 
ponderosa pine trees.
An effective treatment approach must address all three of 
these problems to the extent they exist in the stands 
considered for treatment. Typically this requires dealing with 
trees across the size range occurring in a given stand. The 
objectives of treatment are to increase vigor and growth of 
the remaining trees, and provide the moisture and sunlight 
needed to regenerate the shade-intolerant species like 
ponderosa pine that historically dominated these stands. O f 
the 7.4 million acres of fire-adapted forests in Montana that 
rate high/moderate for crown fire hazard, more than 6 million 
acres have stand conditions potentially benefiting from 
treatment under the proposed comprehensive ecological 
approach (Fiedler et al. 2001a).
Estimating Treatment 
Costs and Revenues
Treatment costs and potential timber revenues were not 
taken into account when developing the treatment 
prescriptions; instead, prescriptions were developed solely to 
produce a desired range of forest conditions. However, 
because cost is a major factor influencing the potential 
implementation of treatments, costs were analyzed after the 
prescription was developed and its effects modeled. Net 
revenues were calculated as the value of the timber (if any) 
recovered as a byproduct of treatments, minus the costs 
associated with treatments.
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included were administrative and legal costs 
associated with project design and implementation. 
Data gathered from land management agencies and 
the private sector provided the basis for estimating 
costs associated with piling and burning.
Tree values were developed from an extensive 
log price data system maintained by the BBER 
(2001b) and from a sawmill simulation model 
(Wagner et al. 1998 and 2000). On average, about 
70 percent of the volume of trees removed to 
accomplish the comprehensive prescription would 
be suitable for lumber or plywood. Product values 
for these trees were analyzed based on prices from 
1997-1999, a period of mixed conditions, with very 
strong markets in the first half of 1997 and most of 
1999 and substantially weaker markets in 1998 due 
to the Asian financial crisis (Random Lengths,
2001). The prices used in this analysis are higher 
than current prices, which are the lowest in over a 
decade due primarily to very weak global economic 
conditions; however, projected prices and timber 
values are on average higher than those used in our 
analysis (Adams 2002a and b).
Nearly 30 percent of the trees removed would be 
9 inches or smaller in diameter at breast height. 
Historically, use of these smaller trees has been as 
pulpwood, which has a very sporadic market, 
nonexistent at times. For this reason, the market 
scenario evaluated did not include a product use for 
trees 9 inches or smaller in diameter.
Effects of Treatments 
on Fire Hazard
Dense forest stands give wildfires a 
ladder into the canopy, resulting in 
blazes like this one in the Garnet 
Mountains during August o f 2000.
PHOTO BY KURT WILSON
Costs typically include removing trees to reduce fuel 
loading and piling and burning of trees or parts of trees not 
removed from the site for product use. Harvest and haul 
costs were estimated using databases and a recently 
completed predictive logging cost model applicable to hazard 
reduction and restoration treatments in Montana (BBER 
2001a, Keegan et al. 2001b). Treatments were assumed to 
occur on sites already accessible by road; therefore, no road- 
building costs were included in the analyses. Also not
The comprehensive treatment approach 
designed to initiate restoration of ecological conditions has 
been demonstrated to substantially reduce fire hazard—both 
immediately and long term (Fiedler et al. 2001a). Under this 
comprehensive approach, 90 percent o f the treated acres 
moved from high or moderate hazard to low hazard 
immediately following treatment (Table 1). Employing 
widely-used growth and fire hazard models (Wykoff et al. 
1982, Beukema et al. 1997, Scott and Reinhardt 2001, 
Crookston and Havis 2002), post-treatment forest conditions 
were projected or “grown” 30 years into the future, and then 
reevaluated for fire hazard. Nearly three-fourths of the acres 
receiving the treatments prescribed under the 
comprehensive approach remained in the low-hazard 
category for crown fire 30 years later (Table 1).
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Wildfires in today's dense forests often occur 
as intense crown fires with severe site impacts.
PHOTO BY CARL E. FIEDLER
ecological condition of forests altered by disrupted fire 
regimes and, in some cases, by past high-grade logging. 
Economic benefits would include:
• protection of recreation opportunities and property 
values,
• reduced firefighting costs, and
• a sustainable supply of timber, which could in turn lead 
to increased employment opportunities and revenues for 
landowners implementing the treatments.
Determining the specific locations and acreages of high/ 
moderate hazard stands to be treated would require 
considerable input from scientists, land managers, and the 
public. It is clear that millions of acres of low-elevation forests 
should be considered for treatment. However, not all of these 
acres should be treated, and no single treatment would be 
appropriate (Fiedler et al. 2001b). The goal should be to leave 
a mix of forest conditions with a greater proportion of the 
relatively open, fire-resistant, large-tree-dominated stands that 
were historically prominent in the region.
Costs/Revenues of Restoration/Hazard 
Reduction Treatments
The comprehensive set of treatments needed to address 
chronic ecological problems in drier, fire-adapted forests 
often requires removing some trees with product value. For 
example, the excessive number of shade-tolerant trees in 
many ponderosa pine stands often calls for removal of 
numerous Douglas-firs larger than 9 inches— trees that 
typically have value exceeding the cost of their removal. 
Reducing high stand density and removing ladder fuels also 
often results in the removal of trees with commercial value.
Because many of these “byproduct” trees have commercial 
value, the comprehensive prescription would yield an 
expected net revenue averaging $624 per acre treated when 
averaged across all 6.4 million acres with potential for 
treatment (Fiedler et al. 2001a). The range of revenues was 
substantial, with some stands costing more than $1,000 per 
acre to treat and others yielding positive net revenues of 
more than $2,000 per acre (Figure 2). About half of the acres 
treated with the comprehensive prescription yielded a value 
in timber that exceeded all hazard-reduction costs. Although 
a comprehensive treatment regime will, on average, generate 
positive revenue flow, over 3 million of the acres rated high/ 
moderate for fire hazard would require an out-of-pocket 
expenditure to treat.
Economic Impacts of Statewide Treatment Implementation
Statewide implementation of a comprehensive fire hazard 
reduction program would create numerous benefits for 
Montana. The most obvious and perhaps most important 
benefits would be reduced wildfire hazard and improved
Table 1
Percentage off High/Moderate 
Hazard Acres that Rated Low
Tim e P e r io d  A c r e s  R a ted  Low  H azard
Immediately after treatment 90% of treated acres
30 years after treatment 72% of treated acres
Figure 2
Distribution ffor Acres Treated 
with the Comprehensive Prescription, 
Costs/Revenues per Acre
Thousand Acres
Source: Fiedler et al. 2001a.
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To illustrate potential employment and financial effects, 
we examined a “1 percent scenario,” where 1 percent of the 
high/moderate hazard fire-adapted forests would be treated 
each year for 30 years.
Assuming that 1 percent of the 6.4 million acres 
potentially treatable under the comprehensive prescription 
were treated for each o f 30 years, 64,000 acres of high/ 
moderate hazard ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, and/or dry 
mixed-conifer forests would be treated annually in Montana. 
This translates to roughly one-third (30 percent) of the 
treatable acres receiving treatment over the next three 
decades. Under this scenario, less than 1 percent of the pine/ 
fir/dry mixed-conifer forests in Montana would be treated 
each year. Over a 30-year period, only about 21 percent of 
the total acres in these forest types would receive 
treatment—or less than 9 percent of Montana’s total 
forestland. Given the relatively small percentage of total 
forest acres treated, it is reasonable to assume that hazard- 
reduction treatments could occur in addition to acres 
currently harvested for commercial timber.
Under the 1 percent scenario, the total volume of timber 
harvested as a byproduct o f the hazard reduction/restoration 
treatments would be slightly less than 97 million cubic feet 
(MMCF) per year. From the perspective of recent timber 
harvest volumes, this increase represents about 45 percent of 
Montana’s total annual harvest (Keegan et al. 2001a), and 
translates to 29 MMCF of pulpwood and 300 million board 
feet (MMBF; Scribner, log scale) o f sawlogs/veneer logs. 
Again, relative to current harvest levels, these volumes 
represent about 300 percent o f the state’s current pulpwood 
harvest and 37 percent of the annual sawlog/veneer log 
harvest.
What would implementing this 1 percent scenario mean 
to Montana’s forest products industry? If the treatments were 
completed as prescribed, the sawlog/veneer log-sized material 
would likely be utilized. Substantial increases in production 
levels could be expected in the sawtimber-utilizing portions 
of the industry that currently have 145 MMBF of unutilized 
capacity (Keegan et al. 2001a) and often struggle to find 
timber to fill orders. With a reliable long-term increase in 
timber supply as a byproduct of hazard reduction, numerous 
mills and companies would be expected to not only utilize 
more of existing capacity, but also bring more capacity online, 
especially given the outlook for somewhat higher real prices 
for lumber in the coming decades (Adams 2002a). In 
contrast, there would likely be no immediate or long-term 
increase in capacity to utilize pulpwood unless there were a 
substantial increase in worldwide demand for pulp and paper 
products.
In estimating employment impacts, it was assumed that 
sawtimber would be harvested and processed into lumber or 
plywood, and pulpwood would be removed to landings and 
burned in piles (because of the dearth of a reliable pulpwood 
market). Based on these assumptions, Montana landowners 
would receive an estimated $40 million annually in net 
revenue from the sawtimber produced as a byproduct of the
hazard-reduction treatments. Harvesting and processing 
sawtimber generates about nine full-time jobs per MMBF 
Scribner log scale, and moving pulpwood to a landing and 
burning it employs about 12 full-time workers per MMCF 
(BBER 2001a, CURFOR 2002, FIDACS 2002). Using these 
employment ratios and assuming an additional full-time 
worker per MMCF for forest management, administration, 
and planning, the treatment o f 64,000 acres would generate 
an estimated 3,100 additional workers annually and more 
than $90 million in labor income.
Conclusions
More than 80 percent of Montana’s lower-elevation, 
historically fire-adapted forests currently rate high/moderate 
for crown fire hazard. These are the forests where people 
most frequently live, recreate, and work, and whose 
sustainability is most threatened by intense wildfires. 
Comprehensive treatment prescriptions designed to restore 
sustainable ecological conditions in these forests can move 90 
percent of treated acres into a low-hazard condition.
The implementation of a comprehensive restoration/ 
hazard reduction program on just 1 percent (64,000 acres) of 
high/moderate hazard lower-elevation forests per year would 
positively impact Montana’s forests, its forest products 
industry, and forest landowners. The 300 MMBF of sawlogs 
generated each year as a byproduct of hazard reduction could 
be expected to increase employment by 3,000 workers, boost 
labor income by $90 million, and provide forest landowners 
with an additional $40 million in revenue annually. 
Maintaining the stand conditions (i.e., density, structure, and 
species composition) necessary for continued fire resistance 
over time would require that the proposed treatments be 
repeated at 25- to 40-year intervals. This would in turn lead 
to a sustainable timber supply.
To return these historically utilized forests to more 
ecologically and economically sustainable conditions makes 
good sense for the forests and for the myriad of people and 
animals that depend on them. Indeed, both public and 
political support exists for initiatives to address wildfire 
hazard (Devlin 2001, Western Governors’ Association 2001). 
The ecological and economic benefits of a comprehensive 
restoration/hazard reduction program are significant, and 
certainly deserve the consideration of policymakers.O
Charles E. Keegan III is director of Forest Industry Research at 
The University of Montana Bureau of Business and Economic 
Research. Carl E. Fiedler is research associate professor at The 
University of Montana School of Forestry. Todd A. Morgan is 
research forester at The University of Montana Bureau of 
Business and Economic Research.
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Impacts of the 2000 Wildfires 
on Forest Industry Employment
by Charles E. Keegan III, Todd A. Morgan, A. Lorin Hearst, and Carl E. Fiedler
D uring the 2000 wildfire season, more than 4,000 separate fires burned 1.1 million acres in the Northern Rockies. In Montana, fires burned 597,907 acres 
that year, with fires in and around the Bitterroot National 
Forest accounting for 49 percent of that total (National 
Interagency Fire Center 2002). Fires began in early June and 
continued through mid-September. Depending on location 
and conditions, forests were closed to all uses for four to six 
weeks during the summer of 2000. Restrictions were lifted 
after rains quelled the largest of the fires in September.
Loading log s from salvage operations 
in the Sula State Forest.
PHOTO BY KURT WILSON
Immediate effects o f the 2000 wildfires included the 
destruction of homes and cabins, evacuation of people from 
their homes, cancellation of recreational activities and losses 
to the tourism industry, postponement or cancellation of 
timber sales, and health impacts (Bitterroot National Forest 
2000). Among the multitude of longer-term effects of the 
fires were massive mudslides and flooding; road, trail and soil 
erosion; fish and wildlife kills; changes in forest and grassland 
community structures; invasion by non-native plants; and 
loss of commercial timber and agricultural infrastructure.
Potentially positive effects of the fires included temporary 
employment of people involved with firefighting and 
rehabilitation efforts, availability o f timber through salvage 
operations on various ownerships, and natural forest fuel 
reduction in areas experiencing lower-severity bums.
To better understand the effects of the fires, The 
University of Montana’s Bureau of Business and Economic 
Research estimated the 2000 fire season’s impacts on 
Montana’s forest industry sales and employment.
Montana’s Forest Products 
Industry and Fire Impacts
Montana’s forest products industry is a combination of 
activities, including harvesting, hauling, and processing 
timber, and associated forest management activities. Based 
on a census conducted in 1999, there were about 220 timber­
processing or primary forest products plants operating in 
Montana, in addition to several hundred logging contractors. 
Processors included: 75 house log and log home plants, 73 
sawmills, 29 post-and-pole plants, 25 log furniture 
manufacturers, four plywood plants, two cedar products 
plants, a medium-density fiberboard plant, a particleboard 
plant, a pulp and paper mill, and nine other facilities (Keegan 
et al. 2001a).
In 1999, immediately preceding the severe fire season of 
2000, these plants manufactured products valued at $1.3 
billion free on board (FOB) the producing mill (Keegan et al. 
2001b). Wood markets in 1999 and early 2000 were generally 
high, with a strong U.S. and global economy. However, wood 
product prices began to decline in March 2000, reached very 
low levels by the beginning of the fire season, and remained 
low for the rest of the year (Figure 1). Declining prices were 
due to the weaker U.S. and global economy, high worldwide 
production, and a strong U.S. dollar. Dramatic increases in
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Logging employs a large number of small operators and self-employed workers, including truckers.
PHOTO BY KURT WILSON
electric rates for mills purchasing electrical power on the spot 
market also contributed to production curtailments (Keegan 
et al. 2001b). Other factors—weak markets, high electricity 
prices, and the closure of a large sawmill—rather than fire 
impacts, were responsible for the $1.1 billion decline in total 
sales from Montana producers in 2000. These other factors 
also had a greater impact on most sectors of the forest 
products industry than did the fires.
Statewide Impacts of 2000 Wildfires on Employment
To estimate employment and labor income in the forest 
products industries, we examined three industrial groups that 
closely correspond to the forest products industry. These 
classifications, as defined by the U.S. Office of Management 
and Budget, are forestry and forestry services, lumber and 
wood products, and paper and allied products. Based on 
these three classifications, Montana’s forest products industry 
actually showed an increase in employment and labor income
Figure 1
Composite Lumber and 
Construction Panel Prices, 
1997-2001
Source: Random Lengths, 2 0 0 1 .
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from 1999 to 2000. Employment in forestry and forestry 
services, lumber and wood products, and paper and allied 
products increased from 10,600 workers in 1999 to 10,740 
workers in 2000. Worker earnings increased from $337 
million in 1999 to $352 million in 2000. This represents a 4.5 
percent increase in workers’ earnings. Inflation in 2000 was 
about 2.0 percent.
One sector, forestry services, seems to have benefited from 
the wildfires of 2000. Employment increased by nearly 240 
workers, from 912 workers in 1999 to 1,150 workers in 2000, 
and income to workers was up—from $5.7 million to $7.4 
million. A significant proportion of this increase was very 
likely associated with fire suppression and restoration work. 
According to the Bitterroot National Forest (2000), “the 
Forest Service and rehabilitation 
efforts employed hundreds of local 
individuals, many of them small 
contractors, during and after the fires.”
Paper, which consists primarily but 
not entirely of a linerboard facility in 
Missoula County, employed about 800 
workers in both 1999 and 2000, with 
no measurable impact from the fires.
The linerboard (pulp and paper) plant 
did curtail operations beginning in late 
2000, but that was due primarily to 
extremely high electricity prices.
The negative impacts of the 
wildfires were concentrated in the 
lumber and wood products segments.
This is the largest of the three 
segments in Montana and includes 
activities such as logging, processing of 
timber into products like lumber and 
plywood, and further processing of 
lumber and other primary products 
into secondary wood products (e.g., trusses or door and 
window parts). This segment employed 8,880 workers in 
1999 and 8,786 in 2000.
Logging
Because logging consists of a large number of small 
operators and a large number of self-employed workers it was 
necessary to use a number of sources to describe total 
employment and impacts on logging employment and 
workers compensation. A comparison of total employment 
from several databases indicates approximately 2,OCX) self- 
employed lumber and wood products workers in Montana in 
1999 and 2000 (FIDACS 2002, MMIS 2002, REIS 2002, 
State of Montana 2002). Approximately 200 of these self- 
employed workers were in timber processing and 1,800 were 
in logging. In 1999, there were 1,220 wage and salary workers 
in logging. Including the self-employed, there were an 
estimated 3,000 workers in Montana’s logging industry.
Examining the wage and salary component o f logging
employment, there was an increase of 35 workers from 1999 
to 2000, from 1,220 to 1,255 (State of Montana 2002). 
However, the increase was due to additional logging activity 
early in the year when lumber prices were relatively high. 
Forest closures led to restrictions on logging in various parts 
of the state for four to six weeks during the summer, and 
during part of that time there was a total cessation of logging. 
This means that for at least several weeks of 2000, the entire 
logging work force was not actively logging in Montana. 
Employment data indicate that even though logging was not 
taking place, the majority o f the logging work force remained 
employed, most likely in firefighting or in non-harvesting 
activities like equipment maintenance.
Compared to 1999 wage and salary data, the year 2000
showed a small employment decline in 
July (25 workers) and more substantial 
declines in August (83 workers) and 
September (223 workers). Assuming 
the self-employed segment of the 
logging industry was impacted to the 
same degree as the wage and salary 
sector, total declines in the fire- 
impacted months would be 60, 254, 
and 530 workers, respectively. 
Expressing these temporary declines as 
logging workers for a full year, the 
decline would be approximately 70 
workers, and losses in workers’ earnings 
would be approximately $2.2 million.
While not to minimize these 
declines or the real impacts on 
workers and businesses in the logging 
industry, it is clear that most loggers 
were able to remain employed in some 
capacity during the fires. The decline 
is approximately 2 percent of 
Montana’s logging workforce. It is possible that some of the 
declines in logging in 2000 were due to poor market 
conditions. However, July through December is a period 
when logging activity is typically high. Even in years of weak 
markets, there has historically been little decline in logging 
activity during these months (State o f Montana 2002). It 
was therefore assumed that the decline was attributable to 
disruptions caused by fires.
Timber Processing
Estimates of statewide impacts o f the 2000 fires on 
Montana’s timber processors were developed primarily from 
survey data and follow-up interviews with mill operators and 
managers. Quarterly surveys done by the BBER collect 
month-to-month information on production, number of 
production workers employed, and wages paid to production 
employees from mills that account for more than 95 percent 
of the timber processed in Montana (CURFOR 2002). Minor 
changes were evident in all sectors of the wood products
“Put into perspective, 
these curtailments 
and declines [due 
to the fires o f 
2000] equal less 
than 1 percent o f 
employment and 
worker earnings in 
Montanafs timber* 
processing industry.”
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Short-Term Impacts of 2000 Wildfires on 
Ravalli County’s Forest Products Industry
An examination o f timber-industry employment statistics in 
Ravalli County revealed no obvious negative impacts from the 
2000 wildfire season. In fact, employment actually grew by 5.5 
percent, from 681 to 721 wage and salary employees (Table 1), 
and wages increased from $22.4 million in 1999 to $24.3 million 
in 2000. Most of this increase is attributable to the continued 
growth in Ravalli County’s log home industry, which has seen 
employment nearly triple in the last decade and increase nearly 
fivefold in the past 20 years (from 85 workers in 1979 to 405 in 
2000).
Table 1
Ravalli County Forest Products 
Employment IFTEs] By Sector*
1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0
Logging sector 91 95
Sawmilling & other timber processors 154 157
Log home 373 405
Miscellaneous secondary 63 69
Total 681 721
Source: State of Montana, Dept, of Labor and Industries.
* For wage and salary workers only.
In 1999, there were 35 timber-processing facilities in Ravalli 
County (Keegan et al. 2001a). The 35 mills included 21 log home 
manufacturers, seven log furniture producers, four post-and-pole 
producers, and three sawmills producing lumber. Sales in 1999 
were about $74 million (Keegan et al. 2001a, MMIS 2002), $69 
million o f which were in the log home industry. In addition to the 
timber processing facilities, there were more than 26 logging firms 
and additional independent contractors harvesting timber in 
Ravalli County.
Although industry employment in Ravalli County was higher 
in 2000 than 1999, a census o f timber processors conducted by 
the BBER in early 2002 did reveal some negative impacts o f the 
fires. Twenty-seven firms, accounting for more than 95 percent of 
production, responded to the survey. Nine (one-third) of the 
firms reported no appreciable effect from the fires o f 2000. On the 
other hand, 18 (two-thirds) o f the forest products firms contacted 
reported that the fires o f 2000 negatively affected their opera­
tions. All o f the 18 stated that impacts were immediate, with nine 
o f the firms indicating the fires o f 2000 were expected to have 
long-term negative impacts.
The most commonly reported short-term impact was reduced 
production, reported by 15 of the firms, with three firms able to 
make up the lost production in the year 2000. The other 12 firms 
estimated a combined reduction in sales o f $1.6 million caused by 
the fires o f 2000, representing about 2.5 percent o f 1999 sales. 
Other common impacts reported were interruption o f raw
material inflow (because o f road closures and the cessation of 
logging operations), interruption o f product shipping schedules 
because o f highway closures, and lost use o f equipment.
Employment was impacted at nearly half o f the firms.
However, total layoffs and hours lost per employee were very 
small. Thirteen firms reported reduced employment, affecting 
about 80 workers, for a total estimated loss o f 285 man-days of 
work. Lost wages associated with these reductions totaled 
$32,600. This is comparable to about 1.2 full-time employees out 
o f total o f 727 full- and part-time wage and salary workers in 
Ravalli County’s wood products industry. Declines in sales were 
proportionately greater than the decline in employment and 
wages because a number o f firms that curtailed production kept 
workers on the job to provide fire protection for the facilities and 
perform other tasks. Other reported monetary losses totaled 
$75,000—$50,000 in the form of equipment burned and $25,000 
in logs destroyed.
As of February 2002, none o f the timber-processing firms 
reported their business had improved as a result o f the forest fires 
o f 2000, and the number o f wage and salary workers in Ravalli 
County’s forest products industry actually declined by about 30 
workers, with the number o f wage and salary workers declining by 
10 workers. The managers o f five firms impacted by the fires 
stated that they had returned to normal by January 2002, but 13 
firms reported that they had not returned to normal. Those 13 
firms attributed at least part of the difficulty in recovering to 
declines in the general economy. It is possible that there were 
and still could be financial benefits to some workers and firms as 
a result o f the wildfires. For example, the log home industry—the 
largest component o f the industry in Ravalli County— has 
historically used dead timber (including salvaged burned timber) 
as a raw material.
Fire salvage led to an increase harvest in Ravalli County of 
about 25 million board feet in 2001 vs. 2000 (DNRC 2002,
Forest Service Region One 2001). This volume represents • 
enough timber to employ 100 loggers for an entire year. Certainly, 
the increased harvesting in Ravalli County resulted in increased 
economic activity; however, there was a small decrease (12 
workers) in reported logging (wage and salary) employment in 
Ravalli County in 2001 vs. 2000. The increased logging probably 
involved greater numbers o f self-employed loggers, and certainly 
involved loggers from outside Ravalli County. This would have 
generated increased economic activity, particularly in southern 
portions o f Ravalli County where the salvage took place. News 
reports during the height of salvage operations indicate consider­
able increases in business activity (i.e., motels, hotels, grocery 
stores, and restaurants) in that area (Devlin 2001). A detailed 
examination o f these additional localized indirect impacts was 
beyond the scope of this analysis o f impacts on the forest 
products industry.
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industry, but the most noticeable differences between 1999 
and 2000 were in the lumber and plywood sectors, which 
process more than 95 percent of the state’s timber.
The last half of 2000, when markets were bad and the 
wildfires occurred, was a tough period for Montana’s wood 
processors. The major factor affecting the statewide industry, 
however, was the market situation, not wildfires (Figure 1). 
Few mills indicated curtailments due specifically to the 
wildfires; most attributed declines primarily to market 
conditions. Although impacting as many as 700 production 
workers for several days, the total number of worker-days lost 
at Montana mills due to the fires of 2000 was relatively small. 
When adjusted to full-time equivalent employees (240 
worker-days per year), these curtailments equal only 15 to 20 
FTEs. Those 15 to 20 workers represent a decline in annual
worker earnings of approximately $600,000. Put into 
perspective, these curtailments and declines equal less than 1 
percent of employment and worker earnings in Montana’s 
timber-processing industry.
Conclusions
The relatively minor declines in Montana’s wood products 
sales, employment, and worker earnings caused by the 2000 
wildfires belie the substantial fire hazard threat that still 
exists in the state. Moderate to high fire hazard conditions 
still exist across most of Montana’s forestland, but dealing 
with this hazard in an ecologically sound manner has the 
potential to create economic benefits for Montana’s wood 
products industry, forestland owners, and the thousands of
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other Montanans who rely on our forests for recreation and 
tourism-related income (see MBQ previous article, 
pages 2-7). Forest management regimes that recover some 
merchantable timber have the potential to sustain both 
Montana’s forests and the wood products industry, while 
reducing the threat of another fire season like 2000.□
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After the fires o f 2000, 
salvage logging in 
the Bitterroot Valley 
provided work for more 
than 100 loggers, 
including this man in 
the Sula State Forest.
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by Paul E. Polzin, John Baldridge, and James T. Sylvester
R ecent initiatives to limit gambling in Montana have failed, imply­
ing that many o f the state’s 
residents recognize and accept 
gambling as a form of recre­
ation and entertainment.
Nevertheless, this topic 
generally ignites heated 
debate centered around 
social, ethical, and economic 
issues. What kind of impact 
do gambling establishments 
have on Montana’s economy?
How many people do they 
employ? What kind of taxes 
do these businesses pay?
Answers are not easy to 
find. Unlike other industries, 
there is not a standard set of 
statistics available for gam­
bling firms. In fact, statistics 
are scattered among a number 
of industry classifications. For 
example, some gambling 
establishments are restaurants 
or bars and are classified in 
the eating and drinking 
category; others are casinos 
and are considered a service 
industry; still others may be 
technically categorized as gas 
stations. This situation makes 
it difficult to compare 
gambling to other industries 
using common yardsticks such as sales, employment, and 
labor income.
At the request of the Gaming Research and Education 
Fund, the Bureau of Business and Economic Research 
conducted a survey of Montana gambling establishments to 
gather some of these statistics.
In April 2002, the Bureau 
mailed questionnaires to a 
random cross section of 728 
gambling license holders.
Valid responses were received 
from 402 establishments by 
June 3, 2002. Forty-nine 
establishments on the original 
list had closed, leaving 679 
valid establishments. Following 
the guidelines of the American 
Association for Public 
Opinion Research (AAPOR), 
the calculated response rate 
was 402/679, or 59.2 percent.
This report builds on a 
similar survey of gambling 
establishments conducted 
by the Bureau in 1998. Most 
o f the aggregate statistics 
(total sales, expenses, taxes) 
are comparable between the 
surveys, and may be used to 
evaluate industry changes in 
the past four years. However, 
some of the questions have 
been modified (we learned 
from our earlier experiences) 
and certain detailed items 
may not be comparable 
between the two surveys. The 
only conceptual difference 
is that the current study 
does not include statistics 
for the roughly 85 establish­
ments that have licenses but report no video gambling 
machines (VGMs). We received too few responses 
from these firms to develop reliable estimates of their 
characteristics. However, these are mostly very small 
firms, and their exclusion should not significantly affect 
the estimates.
Keno is a popular gam e in 
Montana gambling establishments.
PHOTO FROM BUREAU FILES.
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Financial Conditions of 
Gambling Establishments
Montana’s gambling industry consists mostly of the 
1,709 establishments with Montana Department of 
Justice licenses to operate video gaming machines 
(VGMs). These establishments received about $1,039 
billion in revenue in 2002 (Figure 1). Gambling activities 
accounted for $281 million, roughly 27 percent of total 
revenue. Other important revenue sources include fuel 
(24 percent), food (19 percent), and alcohol (19 percent). 
Miscellaneous revenue sources, such as membership dues, 
accounted for the remaining 11 percent.
The largest expense for Montana gambling establish­
ments was the cost of goods sold. The purchase of gasoline, 
food, alcohol, and other items for resale accounted for 
about $406 million, or approximately 39 percent of total 
expenses. Payroll costs, including fringe benefits, totaled 
about $201 million, or 19 percent. Business-related services 
(advertising, repairs, professional services, etc.) were about 
$85 million, or 8 percent. Payments for vendor-owned 
VGMs, sometimes called vendor split, were $49 million, or 
roughly 5 percent of total expenses.
Net margin provides an overall financial perspective of 
Montana gambling establishments and may be calculated 
from the revenue and expense data collected in this 
survey. Gambling establishments reported total revenue of 
$1,039 billion and expenses of about $951 million, leaving 
a net margin of $88 million, or roughly 8.5 percent of 
total revenue. The net margin includes the before-tax 
return to owners (proprietors, partners, and stockholders), 
capital charges, and certain costs not specified in the 
questionnaire. The value of the liquor license—which can 
exceed $300,000 in certain areas— is not explicitly 
included in these calculations. Finally, the net margin 
calculation also implicitly includes the risk premium 
associated with operating a gambling establishment. Some 
people may consider the gambling industry to be riskier 
than average because of close government regulation.
Gambling establishments differ significantly in their 
sources of revenue. As shown in Figure 2, revenue 
generated from gambling ranges from 6 to 66 percent, 
depending on the type of gambling establishment. Those 




Montana Gambling Establishments, 2001
Source: Bureau of Business and Economic Research, 
The University of Montana-Missoula.
Figure 2
Sources off Revenue,
Montana Gambling Establishments, 2001
A Closer Look at Taxes
Based on the survey responses, Montana gambling 
establishments paid an estimated $74 million in taxes and 
fees during 2001. An estimated $37 million was paid in 
VGM taxes, which is not statistically different from the 
$41 million in VGM taxes reported by the Montana 
Department of Justice. Montana gambling establishments 
paid an additional $37 million in real estate taxes, 
business income taxes, city taxes and/or fees, and other 
fees and licenses.
Source: Bureau of Business and Economic Research, 
The University of Montana-Missoula.
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Table 1
Full-and Part-time Employment, Montana Gambling Establishments, 2001
-------------------------------------------  NUMBER OF VGM s----------------------------------------------
1 t o  5 6 t o  10 11 t o  19  20_______  Fuel S t o p s  Tota l
N um ber % Num ber % Num ber % Num ber % Num ber % Num ber %
Part-time
Employees 2,255 55.5 3,339 46.7 1,734 40.0 2,058 41.2 765 39.1 10,151 46.7
Full-time
Employees 1,804 44.5 3,816 53.3 2,601 60.0 2,940 58.8 1,190 60.9 12,351 54.9
Total 4,059 100.0 7,155 100.0 4,335 100.0 4,998 100.0 1,955 100.0 22,502 100.0
Source: Bureau of Business and Economic Research, The University of Montana-Missoula.
Employment
Based on this survey, Montana gambling establishments 
employed 22,502 persons in 2001. There were 12,351 full­
time workers (32 hours or more per week) and 10,151 part- 
time workers (less than 32 hours per week). As shown in 
Table 1, part-time employment is much more prevalent in 
smaller gambling establishments. For establishments with 
one to five machines, approximately 44 percent of the 
workers were full time, and roughly 56 percent were part- 
time. The percentage of full-time workers rises to 53 
percent for those establishments with six to 10 machines. 
Finally, full-time workers represent about 60 percent o f the 
total in gambling establishments with 11 or more machines.
Economics
This section uses the estimated sales and employment 
data for gambling establishments to compare them with 
other sectors of the Montana economy. These comparisons 
should be interpreted cautiously because there is some 
double counting. As was mentioned earlier, gambling 
establishments are classified in a number of industries, 
including some of those used for comparisons presented 
here. The purpose here is simply to provide rough measures 
of how the gambling industry compares to other major 
sectors of the state’s economy.
Montana does not have a sales tax. Consequendy, there 
are no up-to-date and reliable figures for retail sales. The 
retail sales figures presented in Figure 3 are from the 1997 
Economic Census conducted by the U.S. Bureau of the 
Census.
The estimated 2001 total sales of Montana gambling 
establishments were $1,039 billion, slightly smaller than the 
1997 sales of general merchandise stores ($1,141 billion) 
and food and beverage stores ($1,320 billion). General
merchandise stores include department stores and 
superstores, and food and beverage stores include conve­
nience stores, liquor stores, and grocery stores. The gambling 
establishments’ 2001 sales were larger than the 1997 sales of 
food service and drinking places ($0,861 billion).
As shown in Figure 4, estimated 2001 employment for 
Montana gambling establishments was 22,500 people. 
General merchandise stores and food stores employed 9,800 
and 10,600 workers respectively. Total employment in food 
service and drinking places was 31,700.
Growth Since 1997
The estimated total revenue of gambling establishments 
grew at an annual rate of 3.0 percent per year between 1997 
and 2001, from $923 million in 1997 to $1,039 billion in 
2001. Inflation averaged about 1.9 percent per year. There­
fore, gambling establishment revenue grew about 1.1 percent 
per year in inflation-adjusted terms between 1997 and 2001.
As shown in Figure 5, gambling revenues were the fastest 
growing major component, increasing an average of 6.4 
percent per year between 1997 and 2001. Fuel was in second 
place, growing at 6.2 percent per year. However, the price of 
gas rose significantly between these years; the actual quantity 
of fuel sold increased at a much slower rate. Revenue from 
alcohol sales rose approximately 2.3 percent per year, while 
food revenue declined roughly 4.8 percent per yean
The 1998 study reported total gambling establishment 
employment of 16,300 in 1997. The 2001 total employment 
estimate of 22,500 gambling industry workers is based on a 
slightly different question and estimating procedure than was 
used in the 1998 study. Adjusting for these differences, the 
1997 total employment estimate would be about 20,000 
workers. This suggests only modest employment growth 
between 1997 and 2001.




Montana Gambling Establishments and 
Selected Industries, Selected Years
Figure 4
Total Employment, Montana 
Gambling Establishments and 
Selected Industries, 2001
Sources: Bureau of Business and Economic Research, The Sources: Bureau of Business and Economic Research, The




Montana Gambling Establishments, 
1997 and 2091
Source: Bureau of Business and Economic Research, 
The University of Montana-Missoula.
Conclusion
With this data, we can compare gambling to other 
businesses such as department stores, grocery stores, and food 
service and drinking places. Gambling is a significant industry 
in Montana. Any attempt to restrict the gambling industry 
would negatively impact a sizable portion of Montana’s 
economy. □
Paul E. Polzin is the director o f the UM Bureau o f Business 
and Econom ic Research, John Baldridge is the Bureau’s director o f 
survey development, and James T. Sylvester is the Bureau’s 
director o f survey operations.
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ALTERNATIVE ENERGY
Electric Power Generation 
and Management
Alternative Energy Technologies,
Energy Efficiency, and Demand Management
by Hashem Nehrir, Victor Gerez, and Steve Holland
T he world’s consumption of electric energy is expected to increase by 60 percent during the first 20 years of the 21st century, according to the Energy Information 
Administration. Meanwhile, environmental concerns about 
the impact of fossil-fuel-based power generation, as well as 
financial, health, and environmental questions about 
construction of new transmission lines, are creating a 
shortage of electric power generation and limiting 
transmission capacities.
These concerns have increased the interest in electrical 
power production (in the form of distributed generation) 
from alternative energy sources, such as wind-electric 
turbine, solar-electric (photo-voltaic) panels and fuel cells. 
In each case, power is generated at or near the site where it 
is used, and therefore, long-distance transmission lines are 
not required.
The 1992 Power Deregulation Act, which calls for an 
open and competitive electricity market, has forced 
restructuring in companies that generate, transmit, or 
distribute power. While such reorganization could be 
beneficial to the general public in the long run, it can also 
have its drawbacks; for example, a hike in the price of 
electricity is natural in the open (deregulated) market, as 
long as there is a shortage (or looming shortage) o f electric- 
power generation.
In general, the price of electricity can vary depending on 
its availability and the time of use. For example, in a real­
time-pricing environment as used in some states, customers 
could expect to pay more for electricity consumed in the 
evening when demand is higher than in the early afternoon 
or around midnight when demand is lower. Therefore, 
demand management would be beneficial to both customers 
and to utilities.
Alternative Energy Power 
Generation Sources
Wind and solar energy are two important non-polluting, 
renewable resources with great potential for conversion to 
electric energy. Rapid advances in wind-turbine and photo­
voltaic technologies have reduced the price of electric
energy generated by 
renewable resources and 
have created 
opportunities for using 
these technologies as
either stand-alone (not connected to the power grid) or grid- 
connected generation sources.
Wind and solar power may be used in small-scale 
applications such as residential/farm/ranch, as well as large- 
scale (wind/photo-voltaic) farms. Both of these energy sources 
have a major drawback compared with conventional 
resources; they are non-dispatchable—wind does not blow 
and sun does not shine necessarily when electric energy is 
needed. Wind- and solar-based energy systems need a backup 
source of energy, either through a connection to the power 
network, a backup generator, batteries, or fuel cells.
Fuel-cell power generation is another emerging technology; 
it is based on the conversion of hydrogen energy into electric 
energy through an electro-chemical process, which produces 
DC electricity, heat, and water. More than 160 years ago— in 
1839—British scientist William Grove discovered that 
electricity could be generated through an electro-chemical 
process by combining hydrogen and oxygen. While fuel cell 
power generation is based on this concept, it remained little 
more than a laboratory curiosity. During the 1960s, the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration developed 
fuel cells for clean electric power generation onboard 
spacecrafts, and the Department of Defense used them on a 
very limited basis at some army bases.
However, the cost of fuel cells has been too high for more 
general uses. The increased worldwide awareness of the 
environmental impacts of fossil-fuel-based power generation is 
accelerating development o f the fuel-cell technology for 
clean, efficient, and quiet operation in a variety of 
applications. Computers, electric vehicles, and homes, as well 
as large-scale network-connected facilities, are being powered 
by fuel cells. They are very attractive technologies because 
they oxidize hydrogen and leave nonpolluting byproducts, 
such as heat, clean water and, if hydrogen is derived from a 
fuel, carbon dioxide.
Given the rapid development o f this technology, fuel cells
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will likely penetrate the 
market both at small- 
scale (residential use 
and portable 
electronics) and large- 
scale (utility) power 
levels in the first quarter 
of the 21st century. 
Several companies are 
developing different 
types of fuel cells for 
such applications.
For example, 
prototypes of residential 
fuel cells in the 3-10 
kilowatt range are in 
operation and under research at Dais-Analytic Corp. (based 
in Troy, N.Y. and Odessa, Fla.), Plug Power (Lathem, N.Y.), H 
Power (Belleville, N.J.), Ballard Corp. (Vancouver, B.C., 
Canada), as well as in Yellowstone National Park (see 
accompanying story). In addition, large-scale distributed 
power generation units of 200 kilowatts and higher are being 
manufactured by FuelCell Energy, Inc. (based in Danbury, 
Conn.).
Futurists visualize power stations where wind or solar 
energy are used to generate electric energy, which is then 
used to electrolyze water and produce hydrogen that could be 
stored and used by fuel cells to generate electric energy when 
needed, eliminating the need for other backup sources.
As a result, distribution companies will likely adopt a 
time-of-use pricing strategy, where customers pay more for 
the electric power they use during high-demand periods and 
less during periods of low demand. It is in the best interest of 
the utilities, as well as the consumers, to reduce these high- 
peak demands and level out power demand profiles. Both 
parties will pay more for power used during high-demand 
hours. Generation companies charge more for the price of 
electricity during the high-demand periods since they have to 
maintain maximum generation capacities to meet peak 
demands. This requires a large investment, which is used for 
a short time each day.
Distribution companies might, therefore, provide financial 
incentives to customers to use less electricity during high- 
demand periods and to shift loads to low-demand hours. 
Smart, energy-efficient, modem homes could program 
dishwashers, washers, and electric dryers to operate during 
low-demand periods. Electric water heaters, space heaters, 
and air conditioners could also be managed to consume the 
minimum amount of power during high-demand hours 
without sacrificing a specified customer comfort level. In 
another scenario, utilities could establish a pre-agreed direct- 
control program—with a financial incentive for the 
customers—where they directly control (automatically cycle) 
the customers’ electric water heaters and/or air conditioners 
by radio signals. Such customer- or utility-originated load 
management strategies could result in leveling the utility 
demand over a 24-hour period, benefiting both the utility 
and its customers.
Energy Efficiency and Demand Management for Manufacturing
Power Deregulation and 
Customer Demand 
Management
Deregulation, rapid technological and population growth, 
and customer demand for more reliable service have been 
challenging for the power industry; thus, the continuous 
search for new technologies that improve the generation, 
transmission, and distribution of electrical power. Customers 
should also look for ways to conserve and use electricity as 
efficiently as possible.
For example, power-generation companies experience 
overwhelming demand peaks on weekdays during the 7-8 
a.m. and 7-8 p.m. rushes. Complementing this effect are 
periods of low demand during mid-afternoon and from 
midnight to early morning. Although over time the average 
amount of power consumed by a community may easily be 
provided by a power distributing company, the enterprise 
must have enough power available to meet the highest 
demand during peak hours. Power either has to be purchased 
in advance at a lower, negotiated price or close to the time- 
of-use at a higher price.
Higher energy costs and new technologies are affecting 
the way we purchase energy at home and at work. 
Deregulation and dynamic market forces have changed the 
buying strategies and consumption behavior of large 
industrial electrical-energy consumers. For several decades, 
most industrial customers have been paying a penalty, called 
a “demand charge,” based on their peak consumption. The 
charge was intended to pay for the underutilized peaking 
capacity.
In today’s deregulated power market, such pricing 
structures are changing. Industrial consumers have the 
opportunity to purchase their electrical energy from 
competitive sources. They shop around to meet their energy 
needs, entering into contracts with different companies to 
buy and transport energy.
The concept of a demand charge is beginning to give way 
to time-of-use charges. Historically, manufacturers and other 
industrial consumers worked to avoid paying a penalty that 
was only loosely connected to peak usage. The advent of 
time-of-use metering systems gave utilities the ability to place 
the cost burden of peaking capacity on the consumers who 
choose to use it. As the price of peak energy increases,
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Wind turbines in 
Techapi Pass, Calif.
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Fuel Cell System Installed in Yellowstone Park
Last June, H  Power Corp., a leading fuel-cell development 
company, installed a 4.5-kilowatt cogeneration fuel-cell 
system in Yellowstone National Park. The installation was 
made through Fall River Rural Electric Cooperative o f 
Ashton, Idaho. This demonstration project is part o f the 
park’s “Greening o f Yellowstone” initiative, designed to 
reduce pollution and the impact o f energy use.
The H Power system was placed at Yellowstone’s busiest 
entrance, in West Yellowstone, Mont., through which 
approximately 1 million visitors pass each year. The 4.5- 
kilowatt proton-exchange membrane fuel-cell system is fueled 
by propane and provides electricity to ticket kiosks and an 
office, powering lights, communication equipment and 
computers. The system’s byproduct— heat—will be used for 
space heating. The Propane Education &  Research Council, 
an organization that promotes propane safety, funds research 
and development, and expands public awareness o f propane’s 
environmental advantages, financed the project.
PHOTO IS A  COURTESY OF H POWER 
( WWW. HPOWER. COM)
manufacturers will turn to o ld  tools, such  as changing work 
schedules and scheduling m otor starts during low-demand 
periods, as well as to  newer computer-controlled, load- 
management systems.
Like the smart hom e con trol system discussed previously, 
“smart manufacturing” systems are evolving. These energy 
management systems are programmed to determ ine the 
optimal use—  and source— o f  energy during any given time 
period. N o t only can manufacturers decid e when to  start 
and run production equipment, but they can also ch oose to 
install m icro-generators (fuel cells or natural gas micro- 
turbines, for example) to  generate their on-peak energy 
needs. A s the cost o f  these devices declines and the cost o f  
peak energy increases, we will see more distributed-energy 
generation sources being installed.
H igher energy costs and other market influences mean 
manufacturers are forever look ing for energy efficiency and 
increased productivity. They strive to  increase their 
“throughput” (to produce more product from  existing 
facilities during a given time period), thus increasing 
efficiency. T h e increased efficiency is partially achieved 
because overhead energy uses (such as lighting and heating) 
typically don’t change with increased production. Advanced 
manufacturing techniques and production philosophies, 
such as “lean manufacturing,” are being also used to  reduce 
energy consumption. Efforts in the quality arena also keep 
improving energy efficiency. Reducing waste— like scrap 
and rework— reduces the amount o f  energy needed to  m eet 
production requirements. Additionally, manufacturers are
using m ore efficient energy devices such as motors, 
compressors, and lights to  reduce costs and maximize 
available resources. C om bin ing purchasing strategies, 
demand management and more efficient use o f  energy is 
helping manufacturers cop e with deregulation and higher 
prices.
Conclusion
In the deregulated pow er market, the price o f  electricity 
cannot be constant throughout the day. It depends on  
variables such as the availability o f  generation and the time 
o f  use. G iven the ever-increasing need for electricity, 
environmental con cern  over the use o f  fossil fuels for power 
generation, and the com petitive pow er market, electrical 
generation from  alternative energy sources is becom ing a 
reality. Meanwhile, energy efficiency and demand 
management becom e even m ore important for residential 
and industrial customers, as well as for the utilities. Q
Hashem Nehrir and Victor Gerez are professors of electrical 
and computer engineering at Montana State University-Bozeman. 
Steve Holland is director of the Montana Manufacturing 
Extension Center at Montana State University-Bozeman.
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Jaime Kraft conducts interviews at the Bureau's state-of-the-art 
survey facility in the UM Gallagher Business Building.
PHOTO FROM BUREAU FILES
Survey Research
Polling the Public Helps the Bureau 
Monitor Montana’s Economy
by Amy Joyner
H ow many Montanans have home computers and Internet access? What do they think about highways, alternative medicine, or gun control? How many of 
the state’s residents are problem gamblers? Do all Montanans 
have enough to eat? Over the years, The University of 
Montana Bureau of Business and Economic Research has 
asked the public a wide variety of questions as part of its 
ongoing survey research program.
Conducting reliable polls and surveys is a statistical 
science. Analyzing and compiling the results is no less 
rigorous.
“We adhere to standards that make our data presentable 
to legislators or other senior policy makers, and to people 
who run a business,” says John Baldridge, the Bureau’s survey 
development director.
That’s important because federal and state government 
officials, as well as private business people, are the 
contractors who— since 1968—have hired the BBER to 
conduct surveys. Through the years, the Bureau has 
developed, tested, and implemented procedures to ensure
scientifically valid findings that adhere to standards defined 
by professional organizations such as the American 
Association for Public Opinion Research and the American 
Statistical Association.
“What makes us different from other survey research 
organizations is our emphasis on publishable, high-quality 
data, and our particular expertise in surveying businesses,” 
Baldridge says.
Also, his survey staff are long-time employees who have 
been trained in the classroom and on the job to ask the right 
questions and to ask the questions right.
Roughly half of the Bureau’s surveys are conducted by 
telephone. A state-of-the-art facility in UM’s Gallagher 
Business Building is equipped to conduct telephone, mail, 
and mixed-mode surveys in the United States and Canada.
With sound-insulated telephone-interview stations 
that include viewing and monitoring capability for 
supervisors, the facility ensures clients that vital quality- 
control mechanisms are in use. It also allows an 
experienced supervisor to intervene with reluctant
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respondents, so interviews are successfully 
completed.
Interviewers read questions from a computer 
screen and direcdy input pre-coded responses, 
speeding the data-capture process and 
minimizing the opportunity for error.
“A good survey organization will minimize 
errors that respondents make by drafting 
questions that respondents can understand,”
Baldridge notes. “The order of questions affects 
the results. We make them short and easy to 
read. There are minimal data processing or 
coding errors.”
Jim Sylvester, an economist who is the 
director of survey operations, says, “Survey 
research can be extremely complex. Not just 
anyone can do a survey.”
To ensure public confidence in its findings, the Bureau 
employs full-time researchers who help develop comprehensive 
survey research, from design to the final report—or individual 
components, such as questionnaire design and interviewing. 
An additional 20 to 30 part-time interviewers are on staff to 
conduct surveys.
Shift supervisors are seasoned interviewers with years of 
experience conducting surveys for a variety of organizations, 
including the U.S. Bureau of the Census. Supervisors closely 
monitor new interviewers, Baldridge adds.
Perhaps the Bureau’s most noted research began in the 
1980s, with the start of the Montana Poll. Conducted by 
telephone, the poll explores the opinions of Montanans on 
social, economic, and political topics. Results are frequendy 
cited as an authoritative indication of public opinion.
“We provide information that our clients can’t get from 
another source,” Baldridge explains. “People come to us when 
that information doesn’t have details they need.”
Though the U.S. Census is carried out every 10 years for 
population numbers and at five-year intervals for business 
statistics, those numbers often aren’t enough for government 
and business leaders to make fully informed decisions.
For example, the Bureau spent several months working on a 
Fish, Wildlife and Parks survey to determine the economic 
impact of visitors to Montana state parks. Baldridge says FWP 
is particularly interested in out-of-state tourists and how they 
spend their time and money in the Treasure State.
One of the largest social-policy projects undertaken by the 
Bureau was completed in 2000. It looked at drug and alcohol 
addiction on six of Montana’s seven Indian reservations. By 
hiring and training about 100 resident-interviewers, Sylvester 
says his employees avoided winter travel on dangerous 
roadways. Hiring local interviewers also provided needed part- 
time work and helped respondents feel more comfortable.
He says each survey respondent had the opportunity to 
complete a written questionnaire that asked the most sensitive 
questions and place it in a sealed envelope to ensure the 
highest degree of anonymity.
The Montana Pharmacy Association is 
another group that recently contracted with 
the Bureau. The assignment: to determine 
the effects o f cutbacks in the reimburse­
ment amount on prescription drugs for 
patients who receive Medicaid.
“Will it decrease the money Montana 
pharmacies make? Might it adversely impact 
business and cause some closures?” The 
survey was mailed to every Montana 
pharmacy, asking about revenues, expenses, 
and the cost to distribute medications to 
Medicaid patients.
The Montana Department of Labor and 
Industry also has the Bureau studying the 
state’s job market and working population to 
determine what skills and job experience are 
most needed by employers, and if people are willing to 
relocate and obtain more education for a better job, says 
Sylvester.
For the most part, “fudging” is pretty low, Sylvester notes. 
“People are a lot more honest than you may think.”
“The results are always anonymous,” he explains. “Yet to 
sample, you need to know who you’ve interviewed. We never 
publish anything that can identify an individual or business.”
In accordance with research standards, questions must 
be worded and asked correctly, without any influence on the 
respondent’s answers, he says.
A truly representative sample is selected by keeping the 
sample as random as possible. There is also a non-response 
bias that can come into play, Sylvester adds, because some 
people choose not to respond to questions.
To accurately compile and compare survey research the 
American Association for Public Opinion Research has 
published a report called “Standard Definitions.” It 
standardizes measures for response rates, cooperation rates, 
refusal rates and contact rates. Each o f these rates requires 
a count of the disposition o f all units selected in the sample. 
The various disposition codes are standardized in the report.
Montanans see bad research methods being used every 
day, according to Baldridge. Perhaps a television or radio 
station asks viewers to call in to voice an opinion on a 
particular issue. That is what’s called a “convenience 
sample,” he says, and is not a reliable way to conduct 
opinion research.
Some researchers even use a mail-in response card with 
only one question, worded in a biased manner and sent to a 
specifically chosen list o f people. In Baldridge’s words: “It’s 
much cheaper to use shoddy research methodology. It’s 
quicker and easier.”
However, it is not reliable and it is not the way the 
Bureau o f Business and Economic Research does business. O
Amy Joyner is a writer and a publications assistant at 
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2STH AN NU AL M O N TA N A  ECONOMIC ;OUTLOOK SEMINAR
iWCOMERI
A PLUS FOR 
MONTANA?
The 2003 Economic Outlook Seminar will focus on the ways in which 
newcomers influence the Montana economy. Can newcomers provide future 
economic growth? Do they change the political landscape? Bureau economists will 
explore the reasons that both people and businesses decide to relocate to 
Montana and why some choose to move out of the state. An examination of data 
trends and survey research will reveal how these migration patterns impact the 
state’s economic situation. In addition, we will take an in-depth look at several new 
Montana businesses, discovering what it takes for companies to prosper under the 
Big Sky.
Currently, the state's economy is surprisingly strong. Bureau director Paul Polzin 
will discuss our chances for continuing on this positive course as he presents his 
economic forecasts for Montana and for each seminar city.
Recent trends and the outlook for Montana’s  important industries also will be 
examined in detail. Experts from the Bureau, Montana State University, and the 
Institute for Travel and Tourism Research will look at the wood products industry, 
manufacturing, agriculture, health care, and travel and tourism. Our special 
luncheon speaker will provide a demographic forecast for each of the nine seminar 
cities and tackle the question of just who is going to be living in Montana five years 
from now.
Seminar Agenda
8:00 - 8:15 Coffee and Registration
8:15 - 8:20 Introductions, First Interstate Bank
8:20 - 9:05 Newcomers: A Plus for Montana?
Paul Polzin and Steve Holland 
9:05 - 9:15 Coffee Break
9:15 - 9:45 National, State, and Local Outlooks, Paul Polzin 
9:45 - 10:00 Local Perspective, various local experts 
10:00 1 10:20 Nonresident Travel, Norma Nickerson 
10:20 - 10:30 Coffee Break 
10:30 - 10:50 Health Care, Stephen Seninger 
10:50 - 11:10 Agriculture, Kevin McNew 
11:10 - 11:30 Manufacturing and Forest Products, Charles Keegan 
11:30 - 11:40 Coffee Break
11:40 - Noon Chamber of Commerce Report, local speaker
Noon -12:50 Why People Still Live in Montana,
Jim Sylvester 
12:50 Closing Remarks, First Interstate Bank
Questions?
Call (406) 243-5113 or visit 
our web site at www.bber.umt.edu
REGISTRATION FORM
Complete this form, detach, and mail with payment to: 
Bureau of Business & Economic Research 










□  Check enclosed
(Payable to: Bureau of Business & Economic Research)
□  Credit Card (Visa, MasterCard, Discover)




□  $70 registration Includes the seminar, a 
proceedings booket, lunch, and a one-year 
subscription to the Montana Business Quarterly
□  $20 fee for continuing education credits:
O Montana Insurance Continuing Education Program 
O Montana Society of CPAs 
O Institute of Certified Management Accountants 
O Montana Board of Real Estate Appraisers 
O Montana Board of Realty Regulation 
O Society of American Foresters 
O Montana Teacher Professional Renewal Units 
O Montana Board of Social Work Examiners and 
Professional Counselors
presented by f ir st  in terstate  ba n k  a n d  th e  bu reau  o f  business & e c o n o m ic  research
LOCATIONS
□  Helena □  Butte
January 28 ,2003 February 6,2003
Colonial Hotel Ramada Inn Copper King
□  Great Falls □  Kallspell
January 29 ,2003 February 11,2003
Holiday Inn Kallspell Center Hotel
□  Missoula □  Sidney
January 31 ,2003 March 4 ,2003
Holiday Inn Parkside Elks Lodge
□  Billings □  Miles City
February 4 ,2003 March 5,2003
Northern Hotel Town & Country Club
□  Bozeman 
February 5,2003  
Holiday Inn

W E L L S
F A R G O
If you think we're just checking and savings accounts, 
you're not seeing the whole picture.
Brokerage, Investment Management and Trust & Estate Services.
At Wells Fargo Private Client Services, we have a heritage o f helping individuals and 
families grow, manage and preserve their wealth. By getting to know you, our team of 
experienced professionals can create a customized strategy to help you achieve your 
goals.Talk to us today to schedule your complimentary, no-obligation consultation 
to find out how we can help you reach the next stage o f your financial success.
Locations in Billings, Bozeman, Butte, Great Falls, Helena, Kalispell and Missoula, Montana 
as well as Casper and Cheyenne, Wyoming.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I N V E S T M E N T  A N D  I N S U R A N C E  P R O D U C T S : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
• Are NOT insured by the FDIC or any federal government agency | * Are NOT deposits o f or guaranteed by the Bank or any Bank affiliate | • May lose value
Private Client Services provides financial products and services through various banks and brokerage affiliates o f  Wells Fargo & Company. 
Brokerage Services available through Wells Fargo Investments, LLC (member NYSE/SIPC), a non-bank affiliate o f  Wells Fargo & Company.
C 2002 Wells Fargo Banks. Members FDIC.
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